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Abstract--A new dyadic calculus is set up, principally based upon that introduced by Butzer and 
Wagner (1972/1975), and Zelin He (1983). The extended yadic derivative of a function/;, which 
is formulated for fractional orders, is roughly the Euler summation process applied to the 
Fourier-Walsh series o f f  after it has first been equipped with a certain multiplicative factor. This 
extended calculus is not only applicable to piecewise constant functions (as is the classical dyadic 
derivative) but also to piecewise polynomials. This paper presents the full general theory of this 
extended yadic calculus: introduction and justification of the dyadic derivative, its fundamental 
properties and those of its eigenvalues; the corresponding anti-differentiation perator, a type of 
counterpart of the fundamental theorem of the Newton-Leibniz calculus in the frame of Walsh 
analysis. Applications and further theory are dealt with in the second paper in the series. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the major applications of dyadic (Walsh) analysis, as built up especially in the past 
17 years, is the representation f numerical data in binary form. This is the situation in 
information, communication and system theory, signal processing, and generally in 
computer science. The books by Harmuth[l,2], Ahmed and Rao[3], as well as 
Beauchamp[4] indeed exemplify how the Walsh-functions can, on account of their 
pulse-like character, describe digital processes in many areas of the applied sciences. One 
of the many basic applications i concerned with the reconstruction f signals by means 
of dyadic sampling theorems, treated for example in Refs[5-11]. 
One of the fundamental open problems of dyadic analysis, as initiated by the electrical 
engineer J. E. Gibbs (and his collaborators M. J. Millard and B. Ireland[12-16]) and 
also Pichler[17], and further developed by Butzer and Wagner[19-24] (and their col- 
laborators Splettst6sser and Engels[10,11,25]), Schipp (and his collaborators Pal and 
Simon[l 8,26-30]), N. R. Ladhawala[31], P. Penney[32], Onneweer[33-36], Wei-Xing Zheng 
(and his collaborators Wei-yi Su and Zelin He[37,38]), Morettin[39] etc., has recently been 
solved by Engels[25]. He characterized the class of functions which are dyadic differentiable 
(in the sense of Butzer and Wagner--coined so by Schipp[28]), thus differentiable in the 
sense of dyadic Walsh analysis for functions of period one or on the positive real axis • + 
He showed in fact that if a function f, defined and bounded on [0,1), possesses a finite or 
countably infinite set of discontinuities xclusively of the first kind (namely jumps only), 
having at most a finite number of cluster-points in [0,1), then f is pointwise dyadic 
differentiable i f f f  is a piecewise constant on [0,1). 
Although this seems to be a rather restrictive condition, piecewise constant functions 
nevertheless play an important role in digital signal processing, communication theory etc. 
The dyadic derivative is, as a matter of fact, especially adapted to functions having many 
jumps and possessing just a few and short intervals of constancy. Even functions having 
a denumberable s t of discontinuities like the weU-known Dirichlet-function can be dyadic 
differentiable on [0,1), 
The purpose of this paper is to extend the definition of the dyadic derivative so that it 
is applicable not only to piecewise constant functions but also to piecewise polynomial 
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functions, that is, to functions which are made up entirely of polynomial pieces between 
the consecutive jumping points. The extension is of such a nature that the characteristic 
properties that a "derivative" usually has, in particular the classical dyadic derivative, are 
preserved. The extended erivative o f f  will turn out to be the Euler summation process 
applied to the Fourier-Walsh series of f after it has first been equipped with the 
multiplicative factor k* (the eigenvalue of the differential operator), k* being the dyadic 
expansion of k, equipped however with the multiplicative factor ( -  l)/, perhaps the most 
characteristic ingredient of Walsh analysis. Following an idea of Zelin He[38] in the case 
of the classical dyadic derivative, the extended erivative is formulated at once for 
fractional orders ~t eR, the case for negative ~t covering anti-differentiation. 
This paper therefore deals with a particular expansion in terms of orthogonal functions, 
namely the complete orthonormal system of Walsh functions. It is to be recalled that 
Professor Yudell Luke was one of the great experts in the field of special functions; see, 
for example, [40]. 
Section 2 is concerned with the basic concepts of Walsh analysis. Section 3 is devoted 
to the introduction of the extended erivative, its justification, as well as its final definition. 
Section 4 deals with some important properties of the eigenvalues k* of the new dyadic 
differential operator. In Section 5 the fundamental underlying theory is presented: 
elementary properties of the new derivative, an alternative definition of it in terms of the 
original space, the definition of the corresponding anti-differentiation perator; it can be 
accomplished by convolving (in the sense of Walsh analysis) against a particular function 
Wr'. This section closes with a type of counterpart of the fundamental theorem of the 
Newton-Leibniz calculus in the frame of Walsh analysis, as well as with the fact that the 
extended ifferential operator is closed. In Section 6 the differentiability of the function 
x~/l(x) is examined explicitly; this is a particular example of a piecewise non-constant 
function. 
The second paper in this series will begin with the dyadic analogues of the product and 
Leibniz rule for Walsh functions, and then will deal with the applications: the existence 
of the ED-derivative of some piecewis¢ polynomials of type x"~,k(x), x e[0, l), some basic 
estimates of the modulus of continuity of D {'}f, aspects of the theory of best approximation 
by Walsh polynomials as well as the solution of a typical dyadic partial differential 
equation. Finally, the connection between the operators of anti-differentiation a d classical 
integration of fractional order is touched upon. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In the following, let ~:= {1,2,3 . . . .  }, P := hJU{0}, and Z := {0, _+ 1, +2 . . . .  }, Each 
keP  has a unique dyadic expansion k = £~.0kj2 , k/e{0, 1}. Likewise each xe[0,1) has a 
(unique) dyadic representation x = £~. ~xj2 -j, ,,cje (0, 1}, the finite expansion being chosen 
in case x belongs to the dyadic rationals (=D.R.), i.e. the set of all numbers of form 
x =p.  2-qe[0,1), peP ,  qeN.  The dyadic sum of x = Y-~=~xj2 -  and y = E~yj2  -/ is 
defined by xEBy = E~.~h/2 -j, where h/=x j+y j= (xj+Yy)mod. 2, if there does not exist a 
number j0eN such that xj~yj for all j >/./'0. Therefore, given a fixed x~[0, 1), dyadic 
addition is defined except for countably many ye[0, 1). The Walsh functions g,k(x) for 
x e[0, 1) are defined (in Paley's enumeration) by (cf.[41]) 
~,~(x) = (-1)~%~,-~, *, (k EP), 
ff.,,(x) = ( -  1) x'+' (leP), (2.1) 
and for R + (set of all positive reals) by periodic extension. The ~k(X) pOSSeSS the important 
properties 
fo I ~.(x)~,.(x)dx = 6..,. (n, rn~P), (2.2) 
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qtk(x~Y)  = 0*(X)~kk(y), (2.3) 
g'.,,+j(X) = ¢'~,.j(X) = ¢2,(X)~Oj(X) (n,j~P, 2" >j), (2.4) 
2kj= 1-~0~(2 -j- ')  (k,j~P), (2.5) 
property (2.3) holding for fixed xe[0, 1) and except for countably many ye[0, I). 
Let LP(0, 1), 1 ~<p ~< oo denote the set of all real-valued functions f of period 1 which 
are Lebesgue-integrable to the p th power for I ~< p < oo or essentially bounded for p = oo, 
endowed with norms [If lip:= {Sg[f(x)lPdx} '/p, or=ess, sup,<0, olf(x)l, respectively. 
X = x[0, 1) always tands for one of these spaces with norm l[f I[ x, andf  = g in the space 
X of course means [ I f -  g [I x = 0. 
The Walsh-Fourier series of f~X is given by 
fo' ~f ' (k )~J~: (x) ,  f ' (k ) :=  f (u )Ok(u)du  (keP) (2.6) k=0 
being the Walsh-Fourier coefficients o f f  For h el0, 1) there holds 
If" (k)l ~< Ilfllx, If(" + h)]" (k) = ~Ok(h)f" (k) (keP). (2.7) 
It is well known, but nevertheless a peculiarity of Walsh analysis, that for the 2nth partial 
sums S,.f(x): = Z~"..-01f" (k)~Ok(x), 
l im II S2. f ( ' )  - f ( ' ) I [  x = 0 (2.8) 
for all fe  X. The dyadic convolution o f fe  X and g ~ L'(0, 1), and the corresponding dyadic 
convolution theorem, is given by 
fo' (f*g)(x) = f(x~u)g(u)du, [ f *g l "  =f" (k)g" (k) (ksP) ,  (2.9) 
respectively. The Walsh-Dirichlet kernel, the counterpart of the classical one, is defined 
2;k.0~'k(X), in comparison with the classical case one has by D,(x): = n-I . 
IID,(')II, =C(logn), [ID2.(')II, = I (n--*oo). (2.10) 
The Walsh-Fej~r kernel, F~(x): = n - '  Y.~., Dk(x), has the property 
IIf.(')r/, ~<2 (n~l~). (2.11) 
Finally, the uniqueness theorem states that for fEX  
f ' (k )=0 (keP) i f f f=0.  (2.12) 
The foregoing results can be found in various papers; see for example[42]. 
3. TOWARDS AN EXTENDED DYADIC DERIVATIVE 
The classical dyadic derivative was defined as follows. If for f~X there exists g eX such 
that 
j -0 " - g ( ' )  I lim ~ 2J-'[f(.) - f ( .~2- J -  ~)] x=0,  (3.1) 
n~:c  
then g was called the strong dyadic deri,'ative of f in  X, denoted by Dtqf = g. Higher order 
strong derivatives of f eX  were defined successively by DHf = D[q(DC'-If), r = 2, 3 . . . . .  
If for a function f of period I there exists 
lim ~ 2J-'[f(x) - f (x~2- J - ' ) ]  = c (3.2) 
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at some point x~R, then c was called the pointwise dyadic deriratire of f  at x, denoted 
by ft ' ] (x)= c. The rth derivative fI'l(x) was likewise defined by induction. For further 
information in this respect he reader is referred to [22-24]. 
In fact, the rth derivative DHf of f~X was originally defined in terms Of'rthe 
Fourier-Walsh coefficients, it being the function g ~X for which 
g" (k)=k[ f"  (k) (keP) (3.3) 
or, formally, in terms of Fourier-Walsh series, 
ft'l(x)'-- ~ k'f" (k)~k~(x) (xe[0, !)). (3.4) 
k=O 
A first attempt o extend this derivative would consist in supplying the series in (3.1) 
[or (3.2)] with the multiplicative factor ( -  1) j, thus to try to define the extended erivative 
in terms of the (strong) limit of 
aj, aj: = ( -  l)J2J-~Lf(x) -f(x~2-J-~)]. (3.5) 
j -0  
This factor seems to be especially compatible with the nature of dyadic analysis, noting 
that the Walsh functions, which lie at the basis of dyadic analysis, have the same jumping 
character; they only take on the values + !. Denoting the rth derivative off~X understood 
in the sense of (3.5) by DtH~ its existence for f~X implies 
[DtH~f]" (k) = (k*)3 c" (k) (keP), (3.6) 
where k*= k*(k)EZ is defined by 
k* = ~ (-l)Jkj2 j, (3.7) 
j=O 
kj being the coefficients in the dyadic expansions of k ~ P .  Indeed, taking the case r = 1 
for simplicity, 
[[j-~0 (-l)J2J-'{f(')-f('~2-J-')}-D~']lf(') 1" (k) I 
= I~ (-l)J2J-t2kJ" (k)-[O{tdlf]" (k) 
I j=0  
~< ~ (-- 1)i2J-t{f(.) - - f ( .~2- J - ' ) )  - OtHlf(.) 
j=O X 
which tends to zero for n --* ~ ,  noting (2.7) and (2.5). 
Concerning a possible converse of (3.6), it can be shown that for f~X the assertion 
there exists geX such that (k*)~f" (k )=g"  (k), kEP,  (3.8) 
does not generally lead to 
Dtt'nf=g exists with g~X. (3.9) 
The fact that the counterpart of the equivalence of the classical dyadic derivative in the 
form (3.1) with that of (3.3) is not valid for this extended erivative isa serious drawback. 
This new derivative with the additional factor ( - l y  would anyway not be an extension 
of the classical one (3.1) in the sense that it is applicable to a wider class of functions. 
Indeed, not even piecewise linear functions are dyadic differentiable in the sense of (3.5). 
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In fact, take the function 
x ,  xe[0, 1/2) 
f (x ) :=x~bj (x )= -x ,  xe[l /2,1).  (3.10) 
One account of (2.3) the aj of (3.5) take on the particular form 
aj = 2~-'( - I) J[x -- (X~2- J - ' ) I / I I (2 - J - ' ) ] .  
Noting (2.1), one has I / / l (2 - J - I )=- -1  fo r j  =0,  and= 1 for j~> 1. Moreover, fo r jeP ,  
- -2  j - I  .~'j+ i = 0 
X - -  (X(~2 - j - I )  = 2 - J - I ,  Xj+ I = 1. 
Thus the summands aj of (3.5) take on the form, jeP ,  
(-- l)J ½t]t,(x)[(x(D½) + x] , j = 0 
a 1 = (-- lY+1¼~b,(x), xj+t = 0 
(--l)J¼~O,(x), xj+, = 1 " j >~ 1. 
It follows readily that Y-j'.o aj does not converge pointwise for any xe[0, !) nor in the 
X-norm. 
So what would be a further possible candidate for an extended erivative? Recalling the 
definition of the classical dyadic derivative (3.1) in terms of (3.4), Dt['Jlf could also be 
defined via 
2. - ,  -- Otkllf(x) x !im ~ (k*)3 c" (k)~kk(x) = O, (3.11) 
k=0 
noting (2.8). But since this extension is not a true one, as seen, let us apply the Euler 
summability process (of order 1 !) to the Fourier-Walsh series in (3.1 l). This leads to the 
following definition, which will turn out to be the true extension or (3.1) aimed at; at the 
same time it extends r el~ to ~ e R. 
Definition 3.1 
(a) Let feX[0,  1), ~teR, and 
n-- I  
= E 2-v-' E (;) (J*)Y" 
v =o j=o  
(E~°~f)(x):=f(x).  
If there exists g eX[0, 1) such that 
(x e [0,1)) (3.12) 
lim 11E~'~f - g II x = o, (3.13) 
then g is called the strong extended yadic (= ED) derivative of (fractional) order ~t o f f  
in X[0, 1) in case ~t >0,  and the strong anti-ED-derivative of  order ~t of f in  X[0, 1) in 
case ~t > 0. In both events g will be denoted by E{'~ 
(b) For the function f of period one the pointwise ED-derivative of  order ct > 0 o f f  at 
x0 is defined by 
lim E~'~f(xo) = c 
nG~ 
in case it exists; it is denoted by 
~:tt p -- E ' ;f(x0) = c. (3.14) 
It will turn out that not only is the function xffj(x), for example, ED-differentiable of
order 1 but the differential operator E :~1, ~t > 0, now has the usual properties associated 
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with a derivative. Note that on account of the consistency of the Eulerian process (of order 
1!), the existence of D ttdf in the form (3.11) would yield that of E;~If or :t = r e N too, and 
both would be equal. As a matter of fact, the basic class of functions that is differentiable 
in the sense of (3.1) remains so in the extended sense of (3.13). 
Observe that (3.13) is a three-fold generalization of (3.1): (i) it extends the class of 
functions differentiable in the sense of (3.1) or (3.2), basically piecewise constant functions, 
to a wider class, such as piecewise polynomial functions; (ii) it extends the derivative (3. i) 
to the case of fractional orders ~t > 0; (iii) it generalizes the differential operator D 01 of 
(3.1) to an operator which subsumes both this differential operator as well as the associated 
operator of anti-differentiation (of fractional order). The resulting unified handling of both 
operators, treated independently in classical dyadic analysis, brings above all a unification 
in the representation which is also reflected in the mathematics itself, e.g. Theorem 5.1. 
Note that Euler's method and not the Abel or Ces~ro process has been chosen not only 
since it is the most powerful of the three (cf.[43, 44]) but also because it seems the easier 
one to evaluate in the examples and applications (of Section 6). Concerning Euler 
summability as a particular case of a triangular linear method, see e.g.[45-47]. 
Concerning the extension of definition (3.1) to the situation of fractional orders, it was 
Zelin He[38] who first defined the fractional order derivative T<'>f of feX in terms of 
2 n- | 
lim ~ k'f" (k)~b,(.) - T<:'>f(.) = 0, 
n~ k=O X 
noting (2.8). She built up a Walsh analysis covering the cases ~ > 0 as well as ct < 0 for 
which T (~> reduces to D t~l of (3. i) in case ~t = r e I~, and to the anti-differentiation perator 
Itd of Butzer-Wagner for ~ = - r .  
4. THE FACTOR k* AND ITS PROPERTIES 
Let us first study the magnitude of k* in comparison with that of k e P. It is obvious 
that I k* I ~< k for k e N, 0* = 0, and that 
k, L even 
k*=k*(L)= -k, L odd' if k=2 L, LeP  
k,=k,(L)=~positive,f L odd , if 2 L - '<k<2 L, kelP, LeN,  (4.1) 
lnegative, L even 
and moreover, 
(2n+2m)*=(2" )*+(2" )  *, n, meP. (4.2) 
More generally one has 
LEMMA 4.1 
Let keN,  2 L-t < k < 2 L, L~,  i.e. k = 2 L-I + k', where 0 < k' < 2 L-t. Then 
k*=~-k/3+k~(L)' L odd 
( -5k/3+k',_(L), L even, 
where 
(4.3) 
y 2J" l), k_;CL):= Z 2J" +2k') 
j~ UL j~ UL 
UL:={ jeP ,  j<~L-1, j=2 i+ l ,  i eF  with kj=O}. 
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Proof. Since k = 2 L - '  + k' with 0 < k' < 2 L-', one has with 
Ko:={jeP; k j= l}  K,:={j~P; k/=O} (k~P) 
L - I  L - I  
k*= ~. ( - l ) / k j2 /= ~. ( - l ) J2  / 
j=O j-O 
J~g0 
t - ,  t--2 1 - ( -2 )  t t - :  
T. ( - l y2 J -  T. ( - ly2/= T. (- ly2/ 
/=o /=o 3 j.o 
j~KI jEKI 
on the one hand, and on the other 
L -2  L - I  L -2  L -2  
k = E 2J= ~- 2 / -  ~'. 2 j= 2L- -1- -  ~. 2 / . 
j=o j=o j=o j=o 
J~Ko j~KI j~KI 
This results in 
(4.4) 
k -k*=(3"2  L+( -2)  L -4 ) /3 -  ~ 2 j÷'. 
jEU L 
First let L be odd. Noting that 2L= 2(k- k'), one has 
k*= Z 2J+' +~-}(k-k')+k=-~3k3k+k;(L ). 
j~ UL 
If L is even, then analogously k*= -5k /3  +k'2(L). 
The estimate of the quotient k*/k is given by 
LEMMA 4.2 
For ken  one has k/5 <~ Ik*l ~<k. 
Proof. First let k* > 0, and 2 L-' < k < 2 L, k. LelN. Then both conditions are compatible 
only for odd L by (4.1). So, without loss of generality, let 22L<k<22L+'.  Then 
k = Y]~0 k/2 J, and k* = X].t0 ( - l ) J k j2  j, L eP. Obviously k* becomes minimal if k/= I for 
j = 2L, = 0 fo r j  even with 0 < j  < 2L, and = 1 for j odd with 1 < j  ~< 2L - 1. For these 
coefficients k* and k turn out to be 
2L-  I L 4 L 
k ,=E2t  + ~ (_l)Jkj2J=E2L_~22j_l= +2 
j=0 j=, 3 ' 
jMd  
i 
k = 2 L + Z 2-'J- ' = [5( 4L + 2) - 12]/3. 
j - I  
These two representations yield k/k* = 5 - 12/(4 L + 2) < 5. Furthermore, 
l imk/k*=5,  in fk /k*=l  (22L<k<22L÷') .  (4.5) 
k-- :e ktl~. 
k*>0 
Since k* ~k ,  one has k/5 <k*  ~<k for k I> I. It is easy to check that if k* <0 a similar 
argument leads to the inequality -k  ~<k*<-k /5 .  Note that for k =2 L, LeP ,  (4.1) 
immediately gives Ik*/kl= 1. This establishes Lemma 4.2. 
For further purposes we need the following 
LEMMA 4.3 
Let m ~<s ~n -- 1 for rn,n,seN, and let k belong to the "dyadic block" [2',2 '+~ -2 ] ,  
i.e. the set of all k with 2' ~< k ~< 2'* J - 2. Then 
2 '+I -2 
[ ]k* - (k  + l)*l ~<2"+')(s + 1). (4.6/ 
k-2* 
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Proof. I fk is even, the coefficient/Co = 0. I fk is odd, there exists an 1~{!, 2 . . . . .  s} with 
kj = 1 for all j = 0, 1 . . . . .  I - 1 and k~ = 0. Under the convention that X~.~ = 0 for x > 2, 
one can write each k~[2 ~, 2 ~÷~- 2] as 
/ - I  
j=O j= l+ l  
l -1  
k* = y. ( -  l)J2J + ( -  1)%2J, 
j=0  j= l+ l  
from which one deduces the identity 
l - I  
k* - (k + 1)* = Z ( -  1) j2 j -  ( -  1)J2'= ~(1 - (-2)t+2). (4.7) 
j=O 
To describe this difference completely one has to consider how often the values on the right 
in (4.7) (which depend only upon l) occur within [2 s, 2 s÷~- 1]. If I = 0, one is concerned 
with even numbers k, which occur at most 2 ~- ~ times. If l = 1, numbers of form 4l + l 
lie within the blocks [2L 2 s+~- I]; they occur at most 2 s-'- times. Proceeding successively, 
one deduces 
2s+ I _ 2 
I k* - (k  + 1)*1 ~< Z 2'-'-'1~(i - ( -2 ) '+ ' )1  ~<2'~+'(s + 1). 
k= 2 s I=0 
Whereas the k ~ P form a monotone increasing sequence of integral values, it follows from 
the above that the k*~Z oscillate to and fro from positive to negative values. This 
"jumping" character of the k* seems to be more suited to dyadic analysis than the too 
"monotone" character of k, connected with the classical dyadic derivative in the sense of 
(3.3), as will be seen. 
Table l should elucidate the behaviour of k, as well as of the difference k -k*  and of 
the quotient k/k*. 
Table I 
k k* k -k*  k/k* k k* k -k*  k/k* 
0 0 0 - -  36 -28  64 - I .285 
I I 0 l 37 -27  64 - I .370 
2 -2  4 -1  38 -30  68 - I .266 
3 - I  4 -3  39 -29  68 -1.344 
4 4 0 I 40 -40  80 - l  
5 5 0 I 41 -39  80 -1.051 
6 2 4 3 42 -42  84 -1  
7 3 4 2.333 43 -41 84 -1.048 
8 -8  16 - I  44 -36  80 - I .222 
9 --7 16 - I .285 45 -35  80 - I .285 
l0 -- I0 20 - I  46 --38 84 -1.210 
II -9  20 -1.222 47 -37  84 - I .270 
12 -4  16 -3  48 -16  64 -3  
13 -3  16 -4.333 49 -15  64 -3.266 
14 -6  20 -2.333 50 -18  68 -2.777 
15 -5  20 -3  51 -17  68 -3  
16 16 0 1 52 -12  64 -4,333 
17 17 0 1 53 -13  64 -4.076 
18 14 4 1.285 54 - 14 68 -3.857 
19 15 4 1.260 55 - 13 68 -4.230 
20 20 0 I 56 -24  80 -2.333 
21 21 0 I 57 --23 80 -2.478 
22 18 4 1.222 58 --26 84 -2.230 
23 19 4 2.585 59 -25  84 -2.360 
24 8 16 3 60 -20  80 -3  
25 9 16 2.777 61 --19 80 -3.210 
26 6 20 4.333 62 -22  84 -2.818 
27 7 20 3.857 63 -21 84 -3  
28 12 16 2.333 64 64 0 I 
29 13 16 2.230 65 65 0 I 
30 10 20 3 66 62 4 1.064 
31 II 20 2.818 67 63 4 1.063 
32 -32  64 -1  68 68 0 1 
33 -31 64 -1.064 69 69 0 I 
34 --34 68 -- I 70 66 4 [.060 
35 --33 68 --I.060 71 67 4 1.059 
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5. GENERAL THEORY 
Let us first consider the partial sums E~"f of (3.12). They may be rewritten as a 
convolution integral 
(E(.=}f)(x) = (e". ~' . f ) (x)  
.-1 (x~[O, 1); :(~R) (5.1) 
e{.'}(x) := E 2-~-' ~ (;) (j*)'~kj(x), 
v=0 j=0 
noting (2.9), (2.6). They may also be represented for :~ = I in terms of the original function 
space X[0, 1). Indeed, 
LEMMA 5.1 
For the sums E~J:f, f6X[O, 1) one has'[" 
. -  I [tog, ~l 
(E~.'~)(x) = ~ 2-v-t Z ( -  l) JZJ-'{f.D*(x) - (f.D*)(xfB2-J- ')}, (5.2) 
v=0 )=0 
where D* is a "modified" Dirichlet kernel given by 
O*(x) := ~ (~)O,,(x). (5.3) 
m=0 
Proof Taking the Fourier-Walsh coefficients of (5.2), and noting (2.2)-(2.6) as well as 
(2.9) and (3.12), one has for n > k, 
n- I [tog, vl 
[E~'}f]" (k) = ~ 2 -~-i E (--lyr-'{f" (k)Dy" (k)[l - @k(2-J-t)]} 
v=0 j=0 
n - 1 [log 2 v] n - 1 
=f"  (k) Z 2-'-t(~) ~ ( - l y rk J=f"  (k) ~ 2-'-'.(~,)k* 
v=0 j=O v=0 
which are indeed the Fourier-Walsh coefficients of (3.12), noting 
n--I 
[e{fl]" (k) = (k*)' ~ 2-v-'(D (5.4) 
v=0 
by (5.1) and (2.2). The proof now follows by (2.12). 
Setting X:'I:= {f~X[0, 1); E:~}f~X[O, 1)}, a consequence of Definition 3.1 is that the 
operator E',*I: X hI c X[0, I)--.X[0, 1) is linear. 
The Walsh functions ~k,(x), known to be arbitrary and often differentiable in the 
classical dyadic sense [22,24], are also so in the extended sense. Indeed, 
LEMMA 5.2 
The @~(x) have the property 
E: ' r~(x)  =p - E'.'}~(x) = (k*)~k~(x) (~1~; k~P). (5.5) 
Proof One has, noting (2.2), (2.6), (5.1), as well as 
2-"(~') = 2 (lel~), (5.6) 
' . '=0 
yO I n-I lim (e~,'}. ~,~)(.,c)= iim Z 2 -~-' (;)(j*)'. ej(x + u)$k(u)d,, 
n~x:  n ~  ~.'-0 j=O 
n - I  
= lim ~ 2 .... ' ~ 0)(j*)'6~.jffj(x)= (k*)=@k(x). 
n~c v~0 j=0 
LEMMA 5.3 
I f f~X :~:, :t6~, then 
[E~'~f]" (k) = (k*)7"" (k) (k~P). (5.7) 
"l'[x] denotes the largest integer ~< x. 
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Proof By Definition (3.1), lim,_ :~ It eJ, '~ *f  -- E"'~f IIx = 0. Hence by (2.7), (2.12) and (5.4), 
lim [e~'l*f]" (k )= lim [e~'l]" (k)f" (k) = (k*)'f" (k) = [E{:'lf]" (k) (keP) .  
LEMMA 5.4 
Let feX  {~. One has 
E;' l f  = 0 iff f = const., in case :e > 0, 
E ; ' l f=0  iff f=0 ,  in case=<0.  (5.8) 
Proof First let ~t >0. If E l~f=0,  then (k*)~f" (k) =0,  k~P.  Since k* =0 iffk =0,  
f "  (k )=0,  k~l%l. Thus (2.12) delivers f (x)=f"  (0) a.e. Conversely, if f=  const., then 
e~ 1 . f  = 0. Thus El~If = 0. If ~t < 0, then E{~f = 0 implies f "  (k)/(k*) ~ = 0, k ~P, yielding 
f (k )= 0, k~P or f=  0. The corresponding converse is trivial. 
LEMMA 5.5 
If ~t <0,  then e~ ~ converges in L~(0, i)-norm for n---,oo to a function e~eL~(0, l). 
Moreover, 
[e~l]" (k) = (k*)' (k~P). (5.9) 
Proof 
Set V{,'l(x): -- ET,-h (k*)'~k(x), x~[0, 1), 7 := -~,  n > m/> 0. 
To estimate the difference J(k*) 7 - [ (k  + l)*]~J, needed below, take the complex-valued 
function f(z)= z "~, which is continuously differentiable on each interval of the form 
[(k + 1)*,k*] for (k + 1)* <k* ,  or [k*,(k + 1)*] for k* <(k  + i)*. The mean-value 
theorem applied to f(z) with z = k* yields 
I(k*) ~ - [(k + l)*]~l = If '(~){k* - (k + 1)*}1 
I?(k*)~-'l • Ik* - (k  + 1)*1, (k + 1)* < ~ <k* ,  
~< (5.10) 
I?[(k + 1)*]~-LI • Ik* - (k + 1)*1, k* < ~ < (k + 1)*. 
By Abel's formula for summation one obtains 
,_ } V~-~l(x)- V~-'~l(x) k~,.[(k*) ~ [(k + 1)*] 7. Dk+,(x) 
%2 [(k + l)*] 7- (k*)~'~ . . 
Now (4.6) together with (5.10), and (2.10)delivers 
,-2 i (k , ) r_  [(k + 1)*]71 
It V~-Vl(.)_ Vk-rl(.)l I ~<const. k ,  ~ Ik*l~l( k + 1)*1 e 
D,.(x) D.(x) - -+  
(m ,)7 [(n - 1)*]7' 
D~(x) D.(x) - -+  
(m*) ~' [(n -- 1)*] ~'" 
log k 
+~ log m'~ _ (~)  E* ~ )  + U : = const. + (~1 + d~2, 
say. But E* can be estimated by 
[l°lt2(n-I)] S "1" 1 23+1-2 
"-Zlk*-(k+l)*llogk<<.25vlog2 ~ ~-2~,S ` ~ Ik* - (k+l ) * l .  
Z*~<~/~..~ ik,lTl(k + 1), I s-t~os.,,.J ~ J k-:, 
Hence it follows that 
- , ~ C(  l°gm'] II Vj-71(.) V:,,-'I(.)II ~<const. ~ (s + 1)" [log, m]-'+ . s-tlog2,.l (2;') ~ + ~l + C2 ~< const, m~"  \ m 7 / 
Since Lt(0,1) is complete, there exists a function V'~-::eL~(0,1) such that 
lim,,_ :~ I1 Vl-~~ - V~-71 I1~ = C. Furthermore, 
I[ V~ ~: - V~ III, = dT(m~(log ,_ m)-') (m - .  :~). (5.11) 
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Since the Eulerian process is consistent, one has that lim,~_ ~ [I e~, ~1 - e ~1 lit = 0 with 
e~l:= V~I. Moreover, obviously [e~]" (k) = limm_ ~ [e~l]" (k) = (k*) ~, noting (5.4) and 
(5.6). So the proof is complete. 
Note that in Definition 3.1 of the extension of the operator of anti-differentiation the 
Euler process is actually superfluous ince tv l , l~  itself already converges in the [ --n /n - I  
Lt(0, l)-norm for 'y < 0 according to Lemma 5.5. 
LEMMA 5.6 
If for f~X[0, 1) there exists gEX[O, 1) such that g" (k) = (k*)~" (k), k~P,  for fixed 
> 0, then f = g *e~ -~1 +f"  (0). 
Proof. Since el-~leL'(0,1) by Lemma 5.5, g,e~-'~eL'(O,l). So by (2.9) 
[g,e~-' l ]"  (k) = g" (k)[e~-~l]" (k) = (k*)-~(k*)~f" (k) =f" (k) for keN.  So g *e~ -~1 = 
/ ' - f "  (0) by (2.12). 
Concerning the anti-differential operator one has 
LEMMA 5.7 
I f f~X[0,1) and • < 0, then EI~feX[O, 1) and E~If=e~l,f. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.5, e~l~Ll(O, 1), so that e~,fEX[O, 1), and 
II e~ ~l* f -  e~ }*fll x ~< II e~ }i - e{~ I[I," Ilf II x. 
This tends to zero for n ---, ~ by Lemma 5.5. 
The most important connection between the differential operator E :~1 of Definition 
3. l(a) (the case ~t > 0) and the association anti-differential operator (case a < 0) will follow 
from the next theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1 
Let f~X[0, 1) with f "  (0) =0, and ~, /~ .  If either E~ EI';EI~f~X[O, I) or E 7, 
E~+~feX[0, I), then 
E I~1E~f = E ~ + ~ (5.12) 
Proof. One has by (2.9) in connection with (5.4) and (5.7), noting E:a~f~X[0, 1), 
" I'Z' 2-'-'~)} (k*)~f'(k) [e~+a~.f]" (k) = [e~ +~] (k)f" (k) = (k*) ~ t.~-0 
n--I 
= ~ 2-'-'(~)(k*)~[E~a~f]" (k) = [e~]" (k). [Ela~f]" (k) 
= [e~,'~.Ela~f]" (k) (k~P). 
So the uniqueness result (2.12) yields 
e~+P~,f= e~'~,E~P~f a.e. (5.13) 
If E~+afbelongs X[0, 1), then the left side of (5.13) tends to E:'+Bf for n ~ ~,  and so, 
since E~feX[O, 1), E l~l E~P~fexists and belongs to X[0, 1) and the additivity formula (5.12) 
holds. If, instead, E l~fand EI~EI~f belong to X[0, 1), then the right side of (5.13) tends 
to E~'IE~P~ So E~'÷BlfgX[0, 1) and again (5.12) holds. 
COROLLARY 5.1 
Let f~X[O, I), f "  (0) = O, z ~R. One has 
E',~l E~-~',f =f. (5.14) 
If, in addition, E','~f~X, then 
E :~E: - ' f  = E:-'~E:~',f. (5.15) 
Proof. Setting fl = -~ in Theorem 5.1, one has E:~:E:-~f=f since 
ElP~f= E:-~f~X[0, I). The rest is simple. 
This corollary can be regarded as a type of counterpart of the so-called fundamental 
theorem of dyadic anlaysis due to Butzer and Wagner[28,42]. 
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Some of the important properties of E':~f or f~  X[0, I) can be gathered in the following 
THEOREM 5.2 
Let rex[0,  l) with f "  (0)= 0, ~ > 0. The following three assertions are equivalent: 
(i) El '~f- - gEX[O, 1); 
(ii) there exists g~X[O, 1) such that g* (k)= (k*)'f" (k), k~P; 
(iii) there exists g~X[O, 1) such that f=  E"-'lg. 
Proof. Assertion (i)=~(ii) follows by Lemma 5.3. Concerning (ii)=.(iii), Lemma 5.6 
yields f = e~ -'}*g. But 
Ile~-'~*g - f l l x  = Ile~-'/.g --e~: I .g lira< Ii e~-~l_ e~-,I ii ¿llg llx 
tends to zero by Lemma 5.5, so that E{-'lg =f. Finally (iii)=~ (i) follows by Corollary 5.1. 
Theorem 5.2 includes implicitly the basic fact that E {t} is closed. Indeed, 
COROLLARY 5.2 
The operator E{'/:X {'1 c X[0, 1)---, X(0, 1) is closed for ct > 0. 
Proof. The operator E I~l of differentiation is closed iff 
lim [ IA - f l l x=0,  lim IIE~=~f,-gllx=O 
implyf~X {'} and g = EI '~ In fact, (5.16) implies by (2.7) and (5.7) 
(5.15, 5.16) 
lim [E{'}f,]" (k) = lim (k*)=~ (k) =g" (k) (keP). 
By (5.15) and (5.7) again, this yields g~ (k) = (k*)'f" (k), k~P. Thus g = E"'fEX[O, 1) by 
Theorem 5.2. 
The connection between E{'lf(x) for ct < 0 and the integral of fractional order ~t off,  
namely (1/F(~))[~ (x -uy-tf(u)du, will be considered in the second paper in this series. 
6. EXAMPLE: ED-DIFFERENTIATION OF x@t(x) 
In the following we will apply the operators T°>, E ~ll to the piecewise linear function 
x¢~(x) in order to point out some basic differences between them in regard to their 
applicability to functions that are not necessarily piecewise constants. It will turn out that 
T <'> is generally incompatible with piecewise polynomials since T <t> (x~(x)) does not exist. 
In contrast, E ~ll (x~b~(x)) does indeed exist. 
6. I. T°>--nondifferentiability of x~k l(x ) 
LEMMA 6.1 
For l ~ P let 
f: Gt(x) = l(u) du. (6.1) 
One has for k =2"+j,j~{O, 1. . . . .  2" -  i}, n~lP, 
Ga(x) = 2 -"-2 {q/j(x) - ~ 2-~2, +,+k(x)}. (6.2) 
vm|  
For a proof see Fine[48]. 
LEMMA 6.2 
One has for k, n ~ P 
f 
2 -~"+2~, k--2" 
fo' G,(u) du = O, k ~ 2" 
1/2, k = 0. 
(6.3) 
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f (x ) :=  xd/|(x) (x~[O, !)) (6.4) 
is differentiable in the sense of (3.15) with respect o the X[0, l)-norm for all 0 < ct < 1, 
but not for ~t = 1. In  case  0 < ct < 1 the value of this derivative is 
T<'>f(x) = -- I/2 + (1/4)¢|(x) ~ (2: + 1) ' ( -  1) x, +' 2 -j. (6.5) 
j - I  
Proof First take fo(x):= x. By partial integration one has, noting (6.3), 
'2 (n+2), k=2"  
; l 
f o(k) = ~.o - Gk(u) du = O, k ~ 2" (n e P). (6.6) 
1/2, k = 0 
So the Fourier-Walsh coefficients of fa re  
f" (k )  = u0k~|(u) du 
u~/k+,(u)du =f  o(k + I), k even 
ud/k_t(u) du =f  o(k - I), k odd. 
(6.7) 
Now to the derivative T<~>f(x). Taking n > m > 0, 
2 4 - I 2 n -  I 2 n - I 
~. k' f"  (k)~k,(.) = ~. k'f"  (k)~,(') + 
k-2  ra X k = 2"  k =2m+l  
k even  k odd  
ky" (k)¢,(') x = JIz, + z:  ll,:, 
say. If k is even, then k + 1 # 2 t, 1 ~ I~l. So 
Y-., = ~ k ' fo(k + i)¢,,(x)=O, 
k .2  m. 
even 
in view of (6.5). Regarding Y~2, 
2" -  I 2 ~ - 2 
y ky;(k-1)~O~(x)-- ~ (k + l)'f;(k)~,~.,(x) 
k .2m+l  k .2  M 
k odd k even 
n-| 
-- ~ (2J+ l)'/;(2Jl~b,,+t(x)= 
j=m 
• -" (T+ I)'2-J~v(x). 
j~m 
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Hence the sum defining Z., is absolutely convergent to zero for n,m --. ~ in case 0 < ~ < 1. 
So there exists a function geX[O, 1) such that T<~f=g. In case ~ = 1 the sum Z, is 
obviously divergent, so that T<l>f does not exist. 
Moreover, one has for 0 < ,~ < 1 
2 n -  I 
T<~>f(x) = s - lim ~ k~f" (k)$,(x) 
2"- I 2" - 2 
~+s - lim ~ k' f ' (k)~bk(x)+s - lim ~ k~f'(k)Ok(x) 
n ~  k=l  n~:c  kffi2 
k odd k even 
2"-- [ 
! 
= - i + s - lim ~ k~fo(k - 1)¢k(x) 
n ~  k=l  
k odd 
n-I 
= -½+s - lim ¼ Z ( 2j-I- l)~2-Jl~+l(X) 
n ~  j - I  
{ } =-~+¼¢, (x )  s - l im ~(2 J+ l )~( - l )X ,  2 -j , 
n ~  j= I 
(2.1) being used in the last step, establishing the proof. 
Note that the function x$,(x)  can be expanded in terms of Rademacher functions 
dP.(x):=~k2.(x)=(-1) ~"+' as 
x~' , (x )=½f , (x ){ l -~( - l )X '+ '2 - J} ; j l o  (6.8) 
see also [25]. This makes the form of the derivative (6.5) more understandable. In any case, 
this derivative is representable in the form o fa  Rademacher expansion for each 0 < • < 1. 
Question: what is the sum in closed form of the representation the right sight of (6.5), 
particularly for • = 1/2, say? 
6.2. E{~}--differentiability of x~O, (x ) 
THEOREM 6.1 
The function f (x )= x~k~(x) is differentiable in the sense of Definition 3.1 with respect 
to the X[0, l)-norm for all 0 < ~ ~< 1. In particular, for ~ = 1 this derivative has the 
representation 
f ~ [Io52 v]- I } El'~f(x)ffi O~(x) 1+~2 -~-' ~ (~j+t) [ ( - ly2 J+l ] ( - l )X ,* ,2  -j . (6.9) 
2 v~l  j= l  
Proof. We only deal with the case :c = 1. Noting (6.7), one has for n > m > 0, 
Z* = ~ 2 - ' - I  (~)k*f" (k)~,k(x) = 2 -'-L 
v=m k-0  ~'~m kffi0 
k even 
(~)k*f'o(k + l)¢k(X) 
k l l  
k odd 
}"t' 
~,)k*fo(k - 1)Ok(x) = 2-'-'{Z~ + Z;}, 
vffim 
say. Again Z~ = 0. Noting (6.5) as well as (4.1) and (4.2), setting b := [log_, v], and replacing 
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kbyk+l ,  
v-I 
.= (k+,)/'o(k)(k + l)*q/,+t(x) r . ;  ( i ) :o (O)O, (x )+ ~ ' " 
k-2  k even 
= . , ( , . :+ , )2 - JO , . , (x )  . I~/l(X) V Jr" (2J+l)(--l)J~121(X)-~"2j.i 2 2j., 
In view of the known estimates (cf.[50]), noting (2.1), 
Ib-I [ 
(2J+1)(- 1) j+~j+' <~ 2v"2v/2 (6.10) 
j=0 
(2J~-,) 2-2 ~< (;)2-2 __. (~),, (6.1 I) 
j=o /=o 
it follows that 
II f+' II:Z*llx~< ~, 2- ' - '  ¢ (v+v22" / "+~. ( i ) )  v~m X 
- - '  "'" - '0  (n ,m~) ,  
v=m 
thus EI~lfexists. It is obvious that El~}fexists all the more for 0 < ~ < I. Concerning the 
value of the derivative for the special case ~ = 1, one has, following the lines of the 
preceding proof, 
n-I 
E{.'~f(x) = E 2-'-' ~ ~)k*f'(k)g/,(x) 
v-I k-O 
= ~ L, - I  2 , , t  :-, 
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Let us take a look at the form of the ED-derivative E',~f given by (6.9). Noting (6.8) 
once more, and applying the Eulerian process to the series occurring in (6.8), one has 
xd/,(x) = ~CJ,(x) { l - ~=o  2-v-' j=o ~ ( ' ) ( -  IY'~'2-J}" 
This representation possesses a structure which is indeed quite similar to that of (6.9). Thus 
the ED-derivative can obviously be interpreted as Euler's process applied to the 
Rademacher xpansion of a certain, still to be determined function. Towards this end 
we have carried out some investigations concerning the graph of the function x~l(x) as 
well as its ED-derivative, the latter being approximated by its 16th partial sum, given in 
Figs 1 and 2. 
Note that the derivative is influenced mainly by ¢q(x), since [.~1(.)] :jl(x) is obviously 
representable in the form (~k~(x)/2){ 1 + s(x)}, where s(x)--given in form ofa Rademacher 
series--is only responsible for infinitely many jumps within the intervals [0,1/2) and [1/2,1) 
respectively, which are however very small. Nevertheless, for more details in this respect 
the reader is referred to the second paper in this series dealing explicitly with examples of 
El~l-differentiable functions as well as with various applications of the new derivative. 
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